
A LABOR
OF LUST
—
PARAMOUR

—
SUMMARY

Rooftop lounge, specializing in the hard to find and difficult to acquire.

SERVICES
PRINT PRODUCTION

BRANDING

PHOTOGRAPHY

Cocktail consultant and Treasurer of the San Anto-

nio chapter of the U.S. Bartender’s Guild Chris 

Ware provided clear and concise direction of the 

production and services needed for Paramour. 

With his industry expertese, our creative team had 

the guidence and inspiration needed to execute a 

diverse series of intensive full scale installations.

THE PROBLEM

PRODUCE ART
COMPLIMENTARY
OF THE
ENVIRONMENT



—
PRODUCTION
Paramour’s location atop the Phipp’s Building in downtown San Antonio presented the creative 

team with unique opportunities and challenges. Because the interior design of the space called 

for an exposed infrastructure; pipes, ducts, and conduits were installed in a manner in which 

they could not be removed. Therefore, print collateral and installations had to work within the 

limitations of the space itself.

WALL VINYL
The outdoor balcony bar features a 400 sq ft. wall with integrated 

steel shelving and air-ducts segmenting the surface area into 

sections. The challenge was essentially the same as the service 

stations inside but on a larger scale: create and install a seamless 

large-scale image around a variety of pre-existing infrastructure. 

FIGURE 1.A



—
USBG BRAND
As the head of the San Antonio chapter of 

the USBG (United States Bartenders’ Guild), 

Chris Ware comissioned Hilmy Productions 

to draft a mark for the organization that 

embodied the flair and progressive vibe of 

San Antonio. Other large markets were 

referenced to ensure that the logo was 

exciting and bold enough to stand up 

against competitors and reinforce the city’s 

position in the cocktail world.

THE SOLUTION

FIGURE 1.B

The prominant visual feature of the 

foyer is a thirty six sq ft. liquid glass 

coated canvas mounted to a custom 

fabricated pine wood frame. A revised 

Moet Champagne advertisement from 

the 1920’s customized with personal 

details embedded throughout was fully 

illustrated to retain enough of the origi-

nal visuals to remain recognizable while 

standing as a testament to our design 

aptitude. (Reference FIGURE 1.B) 

“MARILYN”



PHOTOGRAPHY
To exhibit the simple elegance that a skillfuly crafted cocktail emenates, a photographic 

campaign was devised to spearhead Paramour’s social media presence. Emphasis on 

representing the component ingredients and visually expressing each cocktail’s unique 

flavor profile shape the aesthetic we aim to capture.


